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The Hungarian speleological research as well as the entire Hungarian geological 
society suffered a heavy loss through the death of Prof. Dr. Gy. K e r t a  i, associate 
member of the Academy of Sciences, Kossuth-prize-holder, president of the Hungarian 
National Geological Authority and of the Council of the Hungarian Society for Karst
and Speleological Research: his death occurred on the 11th May 1968, in his 56th year 
of age. By his death, the Hungarian geological science and research lost its competent 
leader and our Society its principal supporter.

His life was a combination of acquiring knowledge of making research, creating, 
organising and teaching and all these in a rushing tempo, bringing rich results.

As a student of geology, he roved and studied the caves with a keen interest against 
speleology: his first published study was written about cave minerals in 1935. As a 
young geologist he joined the oil exploration in 1937 and he spent all his life with pet
roleum geology and industry. From 1945 on he played more and more an important 
part in the organization of Hungarian oil exploration. After the nationalization of the 
petroleum industry he elaborated the national exploration-programme and took part 
in the setting up of the three- and five-years plans. He was department head of the 
Ministry of Mines and Energetics from 1949 till 1956, then served as deputy chief of 
the Trust for Petroleum Industry. From 1957 on he was Head of Department of the 
Exploration of the National Trust for Petroleum- and Gas-Industry, then he served as 
deputy general manager. In 1964 he was appointed president of the Central Geological 
Authority. Under his leadership the hydrocarbon-reserves of the country got multiplied 
and the energy-structure of today and a vast gas-production programme could be set up.

Most part of his scientific works also was associated with petroleum geology. He 
was first to observe and to state experimentally the connection between the results of 
surface investigation of rock samples — originating from hydrocarbonic beds — and 
the prospective production. His statement that in our country petroleum- and gas- 
formation was going on also in younger geological eras, had an importance of internati
onal scale. He stated also the mother-rock-characteristics of marls of pannonié age 
and as a result of this the petroleum- and natural gas-layers of Kiscseh, Lendvaújfalu and 
Nagylengyel were found.

He was not more than 40 years of age when he wrote his outstanding work: “Oil 
and gas in Hungary” in which he was first to prove with a sound scientific apparatus 
that the exploration of hydrocarbons in Hungary was profitable and worth doing. In 
his work “Basic knowledge of petroleum geology” (published in 1952) he laid the found
ations of Hungarian petroleum-geology. On the occasion of the World Petroleum 
Conference in Mexico in 1956 he took his place already in the first rank of international 
scientific world and his theory concerning the systematization of oil-reserves, especially 
in relation to forecasted reserves aroused vivid interest.
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His study concerning Hungarian basin-formations is still of a basic importance 
not only for petroleum-geologists, but also for all specialists dealing with the geology 
of Hungary from any point of view. His bold tectonical ideas have broken away with 
earlier, classical conceptions. He emphasized that the area of the country being mostly 
of a basin-likc formation — a lowland from morphological point of view — the key 
of geological problems can be found often in the practical investigation of basin-sedi
ments. His attention was directed first to the Great Hungarian Plain, where from the 
beginning of the ce tury hydrocarbon-exploration had been conducted virtually without 
any results, so that an important group of economical experts considered the explorations 
as without perspective and stigmatized these works as useless and superfluous. Gy. 
К e г t a i energetically opposed this way of view and he made all possible efforts to 
extend and speed up the exploration for hydrocarbons in the Great Hungarian Plain. 
The rightness of his conceptions was fully proved by the results, by the detection of 
rich petroleum- and gas-layers (Hajdúszoboszló, Pusztaföldvár, Battonya, Kunmadaras, 
Üllés, Szánk, Algyő, Asotthalom, Tázlár etc.).

He elaborated an outline of potential hydrocarbon-reserves of Hungary; then he 
published his study concerning the development of hydrocarbonic beds, the migration 
of hydrocarbons and the rules of their accumulation. Lastly, he dealt with the rules of 
occurence of hydrocarbonic gases and of carbon-dioxide and made new statements 
concerning the origin of the vast Hungarian carbon-dioxide reserves. He played an 
important part in that we could produce so great a development in the national oil-and 
especially in gas-production: our natural gas-reserves in 1945 amounting to about 
four thousand million m3 have arrived at nearly 100 thousand million m3 of today, 
thus making possible to the government to outline a program for the modernization 
of use of energy-carriers.

Owing to his comprehensive theoretical and practical works he was able to teach 
petroleum-geology on the university and to educate the new geologist generation, 
meeting the most modern and highest standards.

His scientific investigations and his subsequent theoretical and practical outstand
ing results assured him a high reputation inside and outside the country. He won in 
1953 the Candidate, in 1962 the D. Sc. degree, in 1966 the Associate Membership of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In 1949 he was a winner of the title of Excellent 
Worker, in 1952 was honored with Medal of Labour, in 1953 the Kossuth-prize, in 
1955 the Order of Labour and in 1966 the Golden Grade of the Order of Labour.

He was known for his humanity and for his building of high degree and wide scope. 
He was a devoted, faithful worker of the cause of socialism.

As a young student he set out from the speleology, as a young scientist he studied 
the cave-minerals and though his lifework was connected with petroleum-geology, 
the cause of karst- and cave-research, the karst-geology remained his favourite subjects 
throughout his career. He was interested in all our works, all our results and his doors 
were always open to us. He expected our reports and listened to them with cordiality; 
he was always ready to help if it was necessary. In its critical phase the Hungarian 
Society for Speleology and Karst-Research was basically supported by his personal 
efforts and in his last months before his death he took in his hands to settle the future 
of the Society, he elaborated a plan for solving the problem and he submitted it a few 
weeks before his death to the competent authorities. He could not live to see the results, 
but their realization and the subsequent flourishing of the Society will be a worthy 
immortalization of his memory.
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